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 se And kjennelvik wrote: nice one...i have everything from there, the ones i haven't gotten are still working fine :) also a ton of free bat packs you can get from there aswell but i haven't got any of those and it's probably too late now as i am sure the new bat-packs already come online and are gone again. But good to know the ones i haven't got still work and can be used. I am waiting to get all their
releases aswell. I'm a happy customer, good to know it's working good. The new bat packs are still "on air". I've got the non v2.01 release version of allah mouille's bat pack (as he was the first to release one and there was no v2.01 released yet). I guess it will take a couple of weeks to get to v2.01, but at least it works. A year ago I did a little script to get the latest versions of allah's bat packs from his
web page (it did not download them yet) and it was working fine. I'm not sure whether this will work still or not, I guess it will take some time and may need to be updated. "where the owner of the castle let the architect sketch freely for three days and three nights without a break" -- Leonardo da Vinci Seems that this file is being constantly revised. The old v1.04 patch has already been replaced by
v1.06, and it does not look like v1.03 is going to be available again. I suspect that the very first bat pack released by allah mouille, which he is still the only one to release, will get a small bump in version number, maybe to 1.0.3. It would be a shame if the last version of this is to remain without being able to be used. To make sure you have the latest version, you could always make use of this script I

have written: Another bat pack was released just a couple of hours ago, 1.06. This new version brings several changes: - Darken support of the pitch fx and lighten of the overall audio. - Parametric equalizer feature (slider of the sl 82157476af
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